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In reading this book become familiar with about: Moisturizing organic hair, De-tangling natural
hair, Daily Maintenance, Shed hair vs broken hair, Breakage and how to prevent it, Designing
simple styles, Growing healthful natural hair to long lengths , and much, a lot more!! This book, in
addition to the 100 tips, features which hair equipment to grab, which ingredients in order to
avoid, homemade recipes to simple quizzes to check and further your understanding of your
precious curls. So what makes this book therefore different?! Well, from the user-friendly
language to the detailed material this book pieces itself apart because its personable, basic and
enriched with details. There are so many natural hair books out there it can be frustrating trying
to decide which one is right for you. Written for all locks types, everyone can benefit from the
comedic yet useful approach the author takes in purchase to instruct you about the proper
maintenance of natural hair." Learn the techniques of the trade when it comes to your crown with
Lady type in "100 Tips for Natural Hair Success!
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Great Read!! I'd recommend this book, an extremely easy read. It's an easy read and the
knowledge she gives is excellent and informative. A great read for somebody that's trying to
changeover to an all natural hair life-style or one which has been Natural for a long time.!
Finished in one afternoon and discovered a lot about what to do to deal with my natural hair.
Great tool!! It also encourages seasoned naturals to maintain the course. Great gift for TWA's!
Natural Hair That is and excellent book with great natural hair information. Loved the book,
extremely informative. Lady Key's 100Ideas for Natural Hair Success I found the book to be so
helpful and I have purchased it for a number of people. I would recommend this book Five Stars
Best book I've ever read. A great read for women who ware their locks in a natural style. Great
Read! This book is is an excellent way to obtain knowledge for new naturals!!!! I am natural for
almost two years therefore i love reading on it and attempting to finds fresh styles... very
imformative!! I would suggest it to everyone Natural Hair The book is cool. it is an excellent book
to understand many different ways to treat and match your hair. Period.
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